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Abstract. Localized torrential rainfall events and related traffic problems are increasing in Japan, suggesting the need
for a navigation-alert system to help drivers avoid such risks. Based on ongoing developments of weather radar
systems for early detection of localized torrential rain and a cross-data collaboration platform for traffic optimization,
in this study we tested the application of a route-guidance system that can help drivers avoid heavy rainfall.
Participants were given equivalent levels of pre-training un the early detection of rainfall and the relationship between
rainfall and accidents, then allowed to test a driving simulator set up with four alert methods, three route options, and
four levels of possible risk avoidance. Using this system, the heavy rain avoidance rate was 85.63%, suggesting that
such a system would be socially acceptable and useful, though further research is needed to refine the specific
approach.

1 Introduction
Torrential rain events have recently become more
common in Japan [1,2], along with increasing traffic
problems caused by unusual weather [3]. Heavy rain
raises driving risk [4-6] due to lowered visibility [7,8]
and road friction [9]. While localized short-term heavy
rain is difficult to predict [10], its narrow coverage makes
it possible to avoid through altered travel routes. The
Japanese National Institute of Information and
Communications Technology (NICT) is developing a
weather radar system intended for the early detection and
prediction of localized torrential rain [11], while also
developing a cross-data collaboration platform [12] to
optimize navigation by collecting information related to
traffic risks such as various IoT sensor data including
those from weather radar (Figure 1). This approach may
allow localized torrential rain to be treated as a traffic risk
and provide route guidance for avoidance. Although it is
widely known that extreme weather affects traffic
behaviour [13], it is unclear whether guidance to avoid
heavy rain would be used by drivers to avoid accidents
and traffic congestion. Thus, in this study we used
observed rainfall and actual travel routes to investigate
whether heavy rain information would be used by drivers
for risk avoidance. In addition, we investigated whether
the method of information provision affected driver
behaviour.

a

Figure 1. Configuration of cross-data collaboration platform.

2 Methods
2.1 Participants
A total of 30 participants (20 male and 10 female, 20–50
years old) were recruited; each had more than 3 years
driving experience.
2.2 Pre-experiment lecture
Decision-making in risk situations relies heavily on
personal knowledge and conditions [14]. To ensure an
equal experimental baseline, all participants were given a
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one-hour pre-experimental lecture covering (1) statistical
evidence of the relationship between rainfall and
accidents, (2) scientific analysis of accidents during
rainfall (loss of friction and visual deterioration), (3)
reliability of prediction and avoidance of localized heavy
rainfall using MP-PAWR weather radar, (4) examples of
accidents caused by heavy rain, and (5) example film of a
driver's view in heavy rain. Furthermore, as the choice of
travel route depends on personal situation (such as
commuting or leisure) [15], we instructed all participants
to assume that they were driving with family on a holiday,
allowing for plenty of time and prioritizing safety. All
were instructed on proper use of the experimental
apparatus.
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vehicle on a map. At a pre-set location on the navigation
simulator’s map, an alert message was displayed, at
which point the participant selected whether or not to
refer to the route selection screen. In that screen,
participants were given the option to select a route that
reduced the risk of traffic. We randomly presented 4
types of alert messages and 3 types of route selection
screens, performing as many trials as possible within a
time limit of about 30 minutes.

2.3 Apparatus
The experimental apparatus (Figure 2) was designed to
simulate vehicular operation using a large display and a
steering wheel controller (DFKI OpenDS) with mapbased navigational information (such as the car’s current
location) provided by a synchronized display screen (an
Android tablet (HUAWEI MadiaPad M3 Lite) with 8”
display).

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the trial procedure, in which
drivers are given one of four alerts and one of three route
selection options, based on their current simulated location.

2.5 Stimuli
In order to reproduce realistic situations, we used
localized torrential rain events recorded by MP-PAWR
weather radar [11]. From the radar precipitation maps, we
created three traffic risk maps in which the driving
environment deterioration was indexed from 0 to 10
(Figure 4) using "Class of rain and wind. [17]" Four
possible travel routes were set for each risk map at
different levels of risk avoidance (Table 1).

Figure 2. Layout of experimental apparatus.

2.4 Procedure

Figure 4. Risk maps for the three scenarios.
Table 1. Travel route specifications.

We designed a procedure based on a dual-task paradigm
[16] that allows simultaneous driving and decisionmaking tasks to best simulate an actual driving situation.
The primary driving task required participants to follow
the road’s centre line while driving a course with gentle
curves to left and right that simulated a steady attention
load on the driver. The maximum vehicle speed was fixed
at 30 km/h by the configuration, but the participant was
asked to continue driving at a constant speed by
continuing to depress the accelerator. When looking at
the route selection display, the participants were
instructed to stop as necessary to ensure safety.

Travel routes
Avoid risk
Avoid risk
Avoid risk
Do not avoid
Scenario Lv. 1 or more Lv. 3 or more Lv. 6 or more risks.
41.8 km,
49.3 km,
41.7 km,
27.3 km,
A
196 min.
116 min.
102 min.
62 min.
44.8 km,
29.8 km,
26.5 km,
25.5 km,
B
118 min.
70 min.
62 min.
54 min.
88.5 km,
36 km,
35.7 km,
30.6 km,
C
196 min.
84 min.
83 min.
41 min.

2.5.1 Alert messages.
In the "Voice only" alert message, a voice stated that
"Torrential rain is occurred along your travel route. Do
you want to bypass?" In the other three message, this
statement was played along with other stimuli. In the
"Picture of high-risk spot" message, a simulated picture

The secondary task required the participants to make
decisions based on alert messages and route selection
(Figure 3). At a pre-set location on the navigation
simulator’s map displayed the current position of the
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Table 2. Trial number (Nt), acceptance rate, and reaction time
for each stimulus.
Alert
Nt
Acceptance
Reaction time (sec.)
type
(mean)
(sd)
(mode1)
Voice
58
48 (82.76%) 9.02
2.93
7.90
Photo
41
37 (90.24%) 8.50
2.40
6.35
Mesh
44
38 (86.36%) 9.19
2.84
6.10
map
Simple
40
37 (92.50%) 10.38
4.31
5.70
route
Total
160
183
n/a
n/a
n/a
(87.43%)

captured by a recorder on a preceding vehicle was
displayed. In the "Risk map" message, the travel route
and risk map were displayed. In the "Simplified route
with risk" message, color-coded risk values were
displayed along the route map [18]. In each case, "See
avoidance route (Yes / No)" was displayed at the bottom
of the screen. If the button was not pressed after 20
seconds or the "No" button was pressed, the screen was
returned to the current position map. If the "Yes" button
was pressed, the screen changed to a route selection
screen.

modal class interval = 100 ms

1

2.5.2 Route selection.
The first route selection screen had four buttons with
short descriptions of each route: (1) "Avoid areas where
accident risk increases due to rainfall (Avoid risk level 1
or more)", (2) "Avoid areas where driving difficulties
occur (Avoid risk level 3 or more)", (3) "Avoid
dangerous areas (Avoid risk level 6 or more)" and (4)
"Continue driving without considering torrential rain."
The second type also displayed numerical values for
distance and travel time, while the third type included
also displayed risk maps and movement forecasts for
high-risk areas. The specific situations represented by
each evaluation and risk value had been defined in the
pre-experimental lectures.

3 Results

Figure 5. Reaction time to alert messages.

The 183 total trials were divided between scenarios A
(71), B (55), and C (57) . Each participant conducted 5–8
trials, which varied due to the time limit. The order of
trials was considered to avoid bias in order effect.

3.2 Route selection
Once the alert was selected, the avoidance rate for all
options was 85.63% (Table 3). A binomial test indicated
that the proportion of avoidance (.85) was higher than the
expected .5, p < .01. The Cramer's V was calculated as a
measure of association between the type of route
selection display and the selection; the results (Cramer's
V = .18) showed a moderate relationship.

3.1 Alert messages
The alert was accepted 160 times (87.43%), displaying
detailed information on the route selection screen. A
binomial test indicated that the proportion of acceptance
(.87) was higher than the expected .5, p < .01. This may
be because heavy rain was the target event of avoidance.
A Pearson's chi-square test of independence was
performed to examine the relationship between alert
message type and acceptance rate, which was not
statistically significant (X2 (N = 183) = 2.43, p = .49).
The mean reaction time was 9.24 sec (SD=3.23; Table 2
and Figure 5). The Brunner-Munzel test was conducted to
compare each alert type; there was no a significant
difference between all relationships; p > .05. These
results suggest that alert type did not affect reaction time.

Selection
type

Short
description
+ Values of
distance and
duration
+ Risk map,
routes, and
prediction
Total

3

Table 3. Route selection results.
Route selection results
Avoid
Avoid
Avoid
Do not
Risk 1 Risk 3 Risk 6 avoid
or
or
or
risks
more
more
more
15
29
15
7

Total

66

5

18

20

7

50

5

21

9

9

44

25

68

44

23

160
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4 Discussion
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comparison and graphic representation had a certain
effect.

Our results suggest that localized torrential rain
information could be accepted by drivers as a reason for
travel route modification. However, differences in
information transmission method remain unclear. The
difference in the acceptance rate of alert message type
was not statistically significant. This may be attributable
to the fixation of drivers' situation, the small difference in
information reliability due to the pre-experiment lecture,
and the low number of trials. Further experiments may be
needed to assess driver situation and information
reliability.
The alert type did not affect reaction time. The
average value of the simplified route type was the longest,
but the mode was the shortest (Table 2). F-test results
showed that the variances of simplified route type and
other types were not equal, which could be affected by
inadequate pre-experiment lectures regarding simplified
route type representation. In any case, there were no
differences worth considering for practical use. Although
these results are somewhat unclear, we suggest that the
voice option should be adopted, as this is less likely to
inhibit driving.
There was a characteristic increase in the
avoidance of low-risk situations for the short description
type (Figure 6), which may have been caused by the
inability to properly compare the risk and cost. This could
reduce the reliability of the system in the long term. Also,
the “Do not avoid” option increased with a higher level of
description, possibly because the risk movement
prediction overlaps the route for avoidance. It seems that
the risk avoidance benefit was doubted. This acceptability
of the movement prediction information requires
additional verification.

Figure 7. Impression evaluation of representation of route
selection display.

5 Conclusion
We tested the acceptability of an application that uses
localized torrential rain data as a traffic risk guide driver
route selection. Participant behaviour demonstrated the
potential value of providing risk information in this way.
Based on the results, we suggest that implementing voice
alerts along with comparisons of risk and cost data
represent the best approach. However, each function’s
effectiveness should be evaluated separately, and driving
distraction should also be considered. In addition, there is
a need for sociological research on traffic risks relating to
how drivers think about the balance between risk and cost.
Events that can tolerate high cost are important risk
events. Further research will continue development and
experiments aimed at improving the operation of this
real-time system.
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